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Abstract: The effect of partial shading of individual photovoltaic (PV) sources which are connected in series
is solved by the proposed multilevel DC link inverter with a novel control algorithm. The algorithm is based on
arrangement of multicarrier pulse width modulation and direct pulse width modulation technique to control the
multilevel dc-link inverter. The proposed algorithm is applied effectively to a single-phase seven-level inverter
with separate  maximum  power  point  tracking algorithm for each PV source under non uniform irradiance
(partial shading). Various multicarrier PWM techniques such as Phase Disposition (PD) PWM, Phase
Opposition and Disposition (POD) PWM and Phase Shift (PS) PWM have been investigated for the proposed
inverter which provides a solution to the partial shading enabling each shaded PV source to be recovered to
its maximum power without affecting other PV sources. Simulation studies have been carried out using
MATLAB/SIMULINK and the spectral quality of the inverter output is observed under various conditions of
partial shading. The results are verified.
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INTRODUCTION the MPP among multiple peaks. Therefore, the power

The increasing energy demands and environmental power sources are connected in series through dc/dc
pollution are motivating research and technological converters [1], the fine-adjustment of duty cycle
investments related to renewable energy sources. Among compensates the reduction of the irradiation of the
several types of renewable energy sources, the shaded source which does not then operate at the MPP.
photovoltaic (PV) energy source has benefits such as Such a topology cannot maintain all series-connected PV
high efficiency, reliability and a long life. But the sources operating at their MPP under partial shading.
performance of a photovoltaic (PV) array is affected by Next technique is based on bypassing the power through
temperature, solar insolation, shading and array converters is called “Generation Control Circuit” (GCC)
configuration. Often, the PV arrays get shadowed, scheme [2], using multistage buck-boost converter. In this
completely or partially, by the passing clouds, topology switches cannot be independently controlled.
neighboring buildings and towers, trees and telephone So, finding the MPP of one PV source does not represent
poles. The problem of partial shading can be resolved by that other series-connected PV sources operate at their
the following techniques as follows: MPP.For this purpose, the most favorable duty ratio has

The simplest method to reduce the effects of the PV to be set by tracking algorithm in order to deliver the
partial shading problem is connecting a bypass diode maximum power to the load. Concise of a multilevel
across each PV module in the series string. However, more inverter, PV source to be controlled individually. Among
than one power peak can appear and it is difficult to find all variety of multilevel inverters, the “cascaded H-bridge

delivered to the load is significantly reduced. When the
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inverter” is most often used due to its same bridge
structure. For each PV source, the maximum power can be
obtained by using MPPT algorithm. This method has
been applied in only in an experimental model [3] where
each PV source was emulated by a series connection of dc
source and resistance. Another approach, PV multilevel
dc-link inverter system with PV permutation algorithm to
solve the partial shading problem. In this method all PV
sources which form the output PWM voltage are
sequentially permutated per each consecutive PWM
switching cycle according to the number of PV sources
[4].

In this paper, the PV multilevel dc-link inverter with
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm and
Novel control algorithm are used to overcome the problem
of uneven irradiance. Here, the maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) algorithm for tracking the MPP of the PV
sources and novel control algorithm to control the
inverter switches to form the multilevel output voltage
waveform. Beginning with a brief operation of Multilevel
DC link inverter power circuit is outlined in section-II, next
PV modelling is explained in section-III,novel control
algorithm provides the solution to partial shading is
described in section-IV and various PWM techniques are
discussed in Section-V.finally simulation results are
carried out using MATLAB/SIMULINK [5].

Multilevel Dc Link Inverter Topology: A power circuit of
multilevel dc link inverter as shown in Fig. 1. Each PV unit
consists of a PV source, switch and diode. The units can
be switched in or out of the chain by means  of  the
switch-diode pair. The switches of each unit (S1, S2, S3)
activate at high PWM frequency (5KHz) to form the
multilevel positive dc-link waveform Vlink. The switches
S4-S7 in the H-bridge operate at low frequency (50Hz) to
form the desired ac output. Table 1. shows switching
pattern for proposed multilevel dc link inverter [6].

PV Modelling: PV module is used for power conversion.
The output characteristics of a PV module depend on the
solar irradiance, the cell temperature and the output
voltage of the PV module. Since PV module has non-linear
characteristics, it is necessary to model it for the design
and simulation of Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)
for PV system applications [5-6].Equivalent circuit of a PV
cell is shown in Fig. 2.The current source I represent theph

cell photo current. R and R are the shunt and seriessh s

resistances of the cell respectively.

The current output of PV module is

Table 1: Switching Pattern for Proposed Multilevel Dc Link Inverter

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S6 Vo

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 2

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 3

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 -2

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 -3

Fig. 1: Power circuit of multilevel dc link inverter

Fig. 2:  Equivalent circuit of PV cell

I  = I  - I *(e^((V+I*R )/ (N*V ))-1) - I *(e^((V+I*R )/pv ph s s t s2 s

(N *V ))-1)  -  (V+I*R )/R (1)2 t s p

In equation (1)

I  and I  are the diode saturation currents, s s2

V is the thermal voltage, t

N and N  are the quality factors (diode emission2

coefficients) and
I  is the solar-generated current. ph

The simulink model of PV module is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Simulink model of PV module

Fig. 4:  I-V Characteristics of PV module two parts; the power circuit and the controller part. Power

Fig. 5: P-V Characteristics of PV module three 2-input AND gate. The second input to the each

The I-V output characteristics of PV module for V ,V  and V  compared with unipolar sine wave
different irradiation are shown in Fig.4 and the P-V signal that generates the gating pulses to the
characteristics of PV module for different irradiance at 25° corresponding switches which gives required multilevel
C are shown in Fig. 5. positive dc-link waveform Vlink. Output generation uses

As the irradiance level is in accordant throughout the direct PWM technique using sinusoidal signal which
day, the amount of electric power generated by the PV produces two inverted pulses. These pulses are used to
module is always changing with atmospheric conditions. control H-Bridge switches to form the desired ac output.
To overcome this problem, Maximum Power Point This   novel  control  algorithm provides a solution to the

Tracking (MPPT) algorithm is used [7]. It tracks the
operating point of the I-V curve to its maximum value.
Therefore, the MPPT algorithm will ensure maximum
power is delivered from the PV modules at any particular
atmospheric conditions. In this proposed multilevel dc
link inverter, Perturb & Observe (P & O) algorithm is used
to extract maximum power from the modules [8] and it
implemented with M-file coding. 

Novel Control Algorithm: The  proposed  PV multilevel
dc-link inverter as shown in Fig. 6 can be separated into

circuit part explained in section-II. The controller part is
consists of a MPPT tracking algorithm and novel control
algorithm. Here Maximum Power Point Tracking algorithm
uses a method called perturbation and observation (P&O)
tracking for each PV source. The output signals of these
P&O blocks are called reference signals V , V , V .ref1 ref2 ref3

Next, Novel control algorithm includes multicarrier PWM
and output generation. The gating signals for the
switches associated with PV employing the multicarrier
PWM technique is generated using a digital logic. Here
reference signals V , V , V  compared with oneref1 ref2 ref3

triangular signal. The comparator output is given to a

AND gate is derived from three triangular carrier signals
carrier1 carrier2 carrier3
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Fig. 6:  PV multilevel dc-link inverter

Fig. 7: Phase Opposition Disposition (POD) PWM

partial shading which enables each shaded PV source to the output voltage waveform under partial shading, i.e.
be recovered to its MPP without affecting other PV when non uniform irradiance occurred on PV panel, so PV
sources. The advantages of such a technique are as voltages are different [8].
follows: 1) all PV sources of the system are used equally,
so under even irradiance of PV sources, they yield equal Types of Multi Carrier Pwm Techniques: In this section
amount of power and the switching losses of switches various multicarrier PWM techniques are analyzed for
associated with each PV source are equal 2) It permits to seven-level PV dc-link inverter system [9, 10]. Sinusoidal
achieve symmetrical positive and negative half-cycles of PWM   can   be   classified   according   to  carrier    and
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Fig. 8: Phase Disposition (PD) PWM

Fig. 9: Phase Shift PWM (PS) PWM

modulating  signals.  This  work  used  the    intersection carriers   below   the   zero   reference   POD     PWM
of a unipolar sine wave  reference  with  a  triangular where  the  alternate  carriers   are   arranged   in 180°
carrier wave to generate firing pulses. There are many phase shift and are compared with reference as shown in
alternative strategies to implement this. They are as given Fig. 7.
below.

Phase Opposition    Disposition     (POD)          PWM: where  alternate  carriers  are  in   phase   with     each
In    POD  PWM,  the  carriers  above  the  zero  reference other    and  compared   with   reference   as   shown  in
are  in  phase but  shifted  by   180°   from      those Fig. 8.

Phase   Disposition   (PD)   PWM:   This   technique
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Fig. 10: Simulation diagram of seven level dc link Inverter

Phase  Shift  PWM (PSPWM): All carrier signals have and PS PWM is shown in Fig. 12 which clearly shows
the same amplitude and frequency but they are phase POD PWM strategy provides the low voltage THD for
shifted by 90 degrees to each other. Numbers of carrier all different modulation indices than  PS  PWM  technique
of which  are  appropriately phase shifted are shown in [15-17].
Fig. 9. The comparison between POD PWM, PD PWM and

RESULTS PWM strategy provides the low current THD for different

Simulation results are carried out using The comparison between POD PWM, PD PWM and
MATLAB/SIMULINK. Fig. 10 shows the simulation PS PWM is shown in Fig. 14 which clearly shows POD
diagram of seven-level PV dc-link inverter system.PV PWM strategy provides the low voltage THD for different
system formed of three PV sources, each rated at 90V, switching frequency than PS PWM technique.
connected to a dc-link IGBT-based inverter. The resulting The comparison between POD PWM, PD PWM and
voltage and current waveforms are shown in Fig. 11 at PS PWM is shown in Fig. 15 which clearly shows POD
different irradiance levels for sources PV1, PV2 and PV3 PWM strategy provides the low current THD for different
[11-4]. switching frequency than PS PWM technique.

The  comparison  between  POD PWM, PD PWM

PS PWM is shown in Fig. 13 which clearly shows POD

modulation indices than PS PWM technique.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 11: Seven-level inverter output voltage and current waveforms at irradiance levels for sources PV1, PV2, and PV3,
respectively: (a) 1000W/m2 for all; (b) 1000, 1000, 500W/m2 ; (c) 500, 1000, 1000W/m2 ; (d) 500, 500,1000W/m2;
(e) 500W/m2 for all . The surface temperatures are 25°C for all irradiance levels.
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Fig. 12: Voltages THD versus various modulation Index Fig. 15:Current  THD  versus  various switching

Fig. 13: Current THD versus various modulation index PWM technique. Appropriate PWM may be employed

Fig. 14:Voltages THD versus various switching photovoltaic modules, IEEE Trans. Power Electron.
frequency 19(4): 1130-1139.

frequency

CONCLUSION

The presented multilevel dc link inverter system
incorporates a novel method of extracting the maximum
power from each PV source to the load while maintaining
the operation of all PV sources at their MPPs under partial
shading.The output voltage waveforms under various
partial shading levels were analyzed by Fast Fourier
Transform and the results show low THD and also
different multicarrier PWM techniques were analyzed. It
is found from graph shows that PODPWM technique
provides output with relatively low distortion than PSP

depending on the performance index required in a chosen
application of MLDCI.
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